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In one of his last works before his death in 2001, W. G. Sebald delivered his "Air War and Literature" lectures in Zürich. They followed Sebald's enduring theme of the active suppression of atrocities that underpin cultural memory, particularly in postwar Germany. Sebald addresses the structural inability of the immediate postwar generation of writers to confront the appalling facts of the punitive air war launched on the German civilian population.
Sebald writes with what I have elsewhere termed a kind of compulsive "traumatophilia" (Trauma 111). He accumulates numbers and details (one million tons of ordnance, one hundred and thirtyone cities, six hundred thousand civilians killed, over seven million rendered homeless) only to insist, using a language of suppression and dissociation familiar from trauma theory, that all this "seems to have left scarcely a trace of pain behind in the collective consciousness" (4). As the lectures proceed, the rhetoric escalates and Sebald excoriates the handful of reports, diaries, and fictional texts that make up Germany's postwar Trümmerliteratur (ruin literature). In aesthetic terms, neither morally offensive melodrama nor avant-garde experiment will do. He sniffs out and denounces all "abstraction and metaphysical fraudulence" (50). Sebald looks for, and laments his failure to find, any objective confrontation with precisely what the Allied bombs did to German bodies. And so it is that Sebald provides the gruesome details in hallucinatory prose:
Horribly disfigured corpses lay everywhere. Bluish little phosphorous flames still flickered around many of them; others had been roasted brown or purple and reduced to a third of their normal size. They lay doubled up in pools of their own melted fat. . . . Elsewhere, clumps of flesh and bone or whole heaps of bodies had cooked in the water gushing from bursting boilers. (28) In what feels like a culminating detail, Sebald quotes from a diary entry of Friedrich Beck written in 1943, when the writer was in a train packed with refugees from the firebombed cities. In the crush, a cardboard suitcase falls from a rack and bursts open. Inside was "the roasted corpse of a child, shrunk like a mummy, which its halfderanged mother has been carrying about with her" (29). Later, Sebald returns again to the recalcitrance of shrunken, charred bodies that have to be hacked open and broken apart for autopsy. Here is something at last of the "concrete and documentary " Sebald demands (59) . His "ideal of truth," borrowed from Elias Canetti's comments on Hiroshima testimony, is for "entirely unpretentious objectivity," the "only legitimate reason for continuing to produce literature in the face of total destruction" (53). Sebald seems to long for a directly referential language for atrocity, as if that were possible, but finds only constant evasion. This sense of never breaking through the erasures and losses of cultural memory to the body of truth drives many of Sebald's texts, most painfully and schematically his last novel, Austerlitz.
Examining the cultural representations of the Iraq War in reportage, photography, and fiction raises similar questions. It has long been asked, where are the bodies? Where is the confrontation with the graphic and ruinous consequences of this long and labyrinthine war? The American military and government steadfastly refused to issue even basic figures on the number of Iraqi civilians killed, perhaps learning from the disastrous effects of the so-called kill lists issued during the Vietnam War. This has prompted a number of campaigns, such as the Iraq Body Count website, to project objective estimates based on news, non-governmental organization (NGO) reports, and hospital, morgue, and government records where possible.
In what follows, I first investigate the photojournalism from Iraq that was intrinsically shaped by the severe restrictions around the representations of bodies during the American occupation, differentiated according to their nationality and policed so starkly that it prompted the emergence of alternative representational practices and networks of circulation of images in galleries, artists' books, and other formats. I then turn to a similar representational split in recent Iraq War fiction, ending with an examination of work by Iraqi writers that seems expressly designed to bring the absent bodies back into focus.
Photojournalism and Its Others
Any photographer working officially in Iraq alongside the military had to sign an embed agreement that put controls on the kinds of images taken and circulated. These agreements were tightened after President George W. Bush's 2003 declaration of "mission accomplished" gave way to guerrilla and civil war in 2005 and especially during the 2007 surge, when American casualties were high. Particularly taboo were images of wounded or killed American soldiers; photographers reported feeling most threatened with violence when they lifted their cameras to such scenes (Kamber) .
The Iraqi dead could be represented in American media outlets, provided the details of the images were not too graphic. Photographic conventions have emerged that depict the aftermaths of bombs targeting civilian populations: lone blasted shoes in the gutter, burnt clothes, streaks of blood on the tarmac after improvised explosive devices (IEDs) erupt, blurry chaos in hospital corridors, corpses hastily draped in shrouds, bodies depicted from angles that retain their anonymity. There have been strong accusations, as in David Shields's aggressive polemic about war photojournalism in the New York Times, that these conventional images serve only to glorify war "through an unrelenting parade of beautiful images whose function is to sanctify the accompanying descriptions of battle, death, destruction, and displacement" (7). Shields's collection of lavish photographs, which reframe images from newspaper illustration to fine-art photography, ends with two "beautiful" pictures of dead Iraqi soldiers who are depicted being carried on the front page.
Sebald and Shields are not alone in using counter-representational strategies to depict a supposedly truer truth than what is conveyed by the sanitized images circulated by mainstream media outlets. Other notable examples include Luc Delahaye's "Taliban," an uncompromising image of a dead soldier lying shoeless in a ditch. Delahaye was an embedded photojournalist for Newsweek in Afghanistan in 2002 who was beginning to shift his visual practice into the arena of fine art; his work was awarded the Deutsche Börse Photography Prize in 2005. While he used a standard 35 mm camera for his photojournalism, "Taliban" was taken with a tripod-mounted, large-format Linhof panoramic camera, which allowed him to present the image in an overwhelming eight-by-four-meter format on gallery walls as part of his History series. Delahaye claims that the slow process, precision, and monumentality of this work attain an aesthetic detachment he elides with a greater objective truth than the selected, captioned, and often repurposed newspaper image. He wanted to achieve a certain "measuring of the distance that separates me from what I see" (Durden 13 ). Delahaye's claims about his photographs are embraced by some critics but fiercely challenged by others (Duganne 61) .
Refusing any truck with the mode of detachment, Thomas Hirschhorn's polemical art project "The Incommensurable Banner," which premiered in 2008 at the Brighton Photo Biennial (entitled, that year, Memory of Fire: The War of Images and Images of War) is another example of the explicit counterimage. In a protected gallery space prefaced by warning signs, this controversial installation presented an overwhelming array of photographs of ruined and devastated bodies from the Iraq War across a continuous eighteenmeter banner. The photographs all had been deemed too graphic to appear in the media and Hirschhorn confronts the politics of their exclusion, picking up on prior digital archive projects like MemoryHole, a website that functioned at the time as a repository of supposedly unacceptable war images.
The photographer Nina Berman took portraits of severely injured American veterans back home, focusing unblinkingly on wounds and lost limbs to address the irresolvable violence of the war. These inevitably proved difficult to place in newspapers and magazines, and instead she began to present them in exhibition spaces and eventually as a book, with the portraits published as Purple Hearts: Back from Iraq by the activist Trolley Press in London. This is just one example of a photographer taking the book route even as mainstream press channels were narrowed or choked off.
The photojournalist Michael Kamber has since produced a major anthology of interviews and images, Photojournalists on War, a book intended to address "combat, the toil of war, [and] censorship" with "the goal . . . to publish photos that had not been seen in the United States" (267). The interviews with photojournalists circle continually around the question of censorship and try to situate some of the more graphic images. Perhaps understandably, it was released by a university press rather than a more mainstream outlet.
Vast numbers of unofficial digital images from this first extensively blogged war poured onto the Internet from amateur and unofficial photographers affiliated with American forces. This was just one of the multiplicity of forms that distinguish representations of the Iraq War, as Stacey Peebles has observed. Some, like Sean Dustman's photoblogging site Doc in the Box and Jay Romano's Flickr account, were significant documentary records. (Romano had experience as a professional photojournalist.) But these unofficial channels also allowed the circulation of transgressive and taboo trophy images of the enemy dead. The unhappy case of NowThatsFuckedUp.com was exposed in 2005, when soldiers were given access to pornography online in exchange for proof of being in the field-the mark of authenticity rapidly becoming traded snaps of corpses, body parts, and the ruined bodies of Iraqis. These, too, were circulated and displayed on the site. This logic of obscene equivalence of violent power intensified "the Abu Ghraib effect" (Eisenman 9) , an articulation of the seeming state of exception that Iraq had become. The website revealed that images of violence could often be a constitutive element in the scopic regime of imperial domination pursued in the initial year or so of the American occupation (Malik 110) .
In spite of the highly circumscribed and conventional depictions of Iraqi bodies in the mainstream press, one might ruefully admit that Iraqis did at least sometimes enter popular representation. The representation of American soldiers, conversely, was noticeably problematized. "They've always been freaky about bodies," the Baghdad This very restricted economy of images made Khalid Mohammed's images of the cruel display of the charred bodies of American contractors in Fallujah shocking and notorious, although many in the sequence were never shown being killed. Stefan Zaklin of the European Pressphoto Agency was under pressure after the Village Voice printed his image of a US army captain killed in a Fallujah firefight because it was possible to identify the soldier from the image. Photographer Zoriah Miller was threatened with a ban from working in Marine sites "anywhere in the world" after he took images of dead and wounded American personnel following a suicide bomb attack in Garma, Iraq (Kamber 174 ). There were immediate demands to delete his memory cards and threats of violence after he posted some of the images on his personal website, although the photographs carefully adhere to rules on maintaining the anonymity of the soldiers involved. Photographer Chris Hondros (who was killed while covering Libya in 2011) snapped a shot of the five-year-old Iraqi child Samar Hassan, covered in the blood of her parents, who had just been shot in error by American soldiers whose boots frame the child's terrified face. He sent the sequence of images back to his agency in New York as soon as he could to outflank a military command that feared "some kind of seminal, career-ending photo might have been taken, so they had wanted to delay our distributing the photos" (Kamber 119). When it was published in Newsweek and syndicated around the world, his embed contract was summarily terminated (Rainey) .
In 2008 the New York Times headlined a story titled "4,000 U.S. Deaths, and a Handful of Images," which suggested that the danger, expense, and military restrictions on photojournalists in Iraq meant that five years after the invasion there were only ten photographers left in the theater of war to cover a territory fought over by 150,000 US troops and several factional armies. One might well concur with Sebald that this was coincident with a deliberate tactic: the suppression of the violent logic of war in cultural memory.
"What makes for a grievable life?" Judith Butler asked near the beginning of the war (Precarious 20). "Each of us is constituted politically in part by virtue of the social vulnerability of our bodies," she writes; feelings of precariousness, loss, and mourning create foundational kinds of social attachment. To manage the circulation of images of the wounded or dead is evidently an attempt to manage sympathy. The military initially wants to project the fantasy of the invulnerable body, immune to the openness and breached liminality of the wound, to use the imagery of Klaus Theweleit's classic study of the soldier's body: "The most urgent task of the man of steel is to pursue, to dam in, and to subdue any force that threatens to transform him back into the horribly disorganized jumble of flesh, hair, skin, bones, intestines, and feelings that calls itself human" (Theweleit 160) . But the state is always willing to constitute its imagined community, its national sense of collective identity, around violence and sacrifice, relentlessly channeling its bonds of sympathy toward its own deadand always at the expense of the enemy, as Benedict Anderson has observed (6). In the West, at that asymmetric end of the war, the allied soldier is individualized and hence always grievable, while it is left to an unofficial website to calculate the number of the anonymous Iraqi dead. "War is framed in certain ways," Butler writes, "to control and heighten affect in relation to the differential grievability of lives" (Frames 26). The asymmetry of images reinforces this: proscription or careful curation of American bodies versus the general circulation of images of Iraqi bodies designed to communicate an abstract number. Mary Favret argues that number, "destruction in the vast" (186), launches not just representation but the whole apparatus of moral sentiment into crisis because abstraction short-circuits sympathy.
This asymmetry is not a simple or stable binary, however. The complexity of the Iraq War is that it is not a discrete engagement but is situated in an ongoing, labyrinthine, and irresolvable War on Terror. Triumphant images of a "mission accomplished" by an efficient military-industrial complex in 2003 have been replaced by uneasy occupation, insurrection, civil war, factional violence, and the very different asymmetry of guerrilla warfare. As such, the lumbering presence of an institutional occupying force becomes subject to mobile, unpredictable violence that chips away at overstretched forces in beleaguered forward operating bases and accumulates steady losses for the military. The abiding scenario of this phase of the war has been that of vulnerable American bodies targeted by IEDs. At the height of the insurrections across Iraq, the withholding of images might have had more to do with what Wolfgang Schivelbusch calls a culture of defeat than with the management of a triumphant imperial imagined community. The images that emerged from the Abu Ghraib prison, despite fierce attempts to suppress them, became the emblem of this culture of moral defeat. "The photographs are us," Susan Sontag declared early after their initial circulation: "That is, they are representative of distinctive policies and of the fundamental corruptions of colonial rule" ("What" 3). These images exercised the same power as Ron Haeberle's unofficial photographs of the March 1968 massacre at My Lai when they were finally released a year after they were taken, as images around which opposition to the war could coalesce (Schlegel 47) .
Both escalating losses and the fear of the devastating image of the wounded, humiliated, or dead soldier have contributed to a transformation of the very conduct of war itself. The Gulf War, where reporters were kept entirely outside the field of engagement, was already called a derealized war, a "war apparently without bodies" (Taylor 157 ). The war was virtualized through nose-cone cameras, which abstracted the consequences of bombardment. Again, this was why Kenneth Jarecke's unofficial photograph of a charred corpse in a burnt-out wreck on the Basra Road, "Incinerated Iraqi," was such a visceral shock at the end of the war (the image was not initially published or circulated in the American press, as it was considered too graphic). Under Presidents Bush and Obama, tactics of derealization have accelerated. Obama's promised withdrawal from Iraq and Afghanistan was (messily) effected, although with manifold unseen consequences and the steadily growing return of military trainers, advisors, and secretive special operations forces to the country. Visible and territorially deployed armies have been replaced by invisible infiltrations in "the age of the commando" (Gallagher) . Otherwise, though, this diffuse war is principally conducted by American forces in bodiless ways, either through proxy forces on the ground (whose bodies American statisticians do not count) or through drones.
Unmanned aerial vehicles are the epitome of asymmetric warfare, since they eliminate reciprocity and work by "putting vulnerable bodies out of reach" (Chamayou 12). Drones, a hybrid prosthetic technology, absent the American body entirely from the theater of war while reducing the war zone to a highly specific kill box. The military uses this term to posit a field of engagement focused narrowly on the body of the target, although the parallel euphemism of collateral damage undercuts the promise of a so-called surgical strike. Initially used as surveillance devices, drones have been steadily weaponized since the introduction of the MQ-1 Predator in 1995. The technology was considerably advanced by the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) in their transformation of Palestine into a drone-policed territory. The intervention in Kosovo in 1999, when Serbian forces were defeated by bombs delivered from over 15,000 feet without the loss of a single pilot, offered the dream of a risk-free and supposedly humanitarian intervention. Drones have extended this apparently risk-free option. The first lethal unmanned drone strike by American forces took place in October 2001 in Kandahar, Afghanistan, despite (as Chris Woods details) uncertainty over the legal status of these extrajudicial and extraterritorial assassinations. Drones are now deployed across the region (in Pakistan and Yemen, and further into Libya and the Sudan) and almost daily by both the military and CIA from a diffuse and borderless airspace that questionably overrides legal and geographical sovereignties (Sifton 75). Extraterritoriality has thus become the crucial legal concept of the contemporary era. Its application is designed to "either exclude or exempt an individual or a group of people from the territorial jurisdiction in which they [are] physically located," with the implications "ranging from immunity and various privileges to extreme disadvantages" (Amir and Sela 13). It is estimated that up to 3,474 deaths were attributable to drone strikes in the northern tribal areas of Pakistan between 2004 and 2012, for instance ("US Drone").
Grégoire Chamayou's elegant and forensic philosophical investigation, Drone Theory, points to the strange phenomenological split between the drone operator in the Nevada desert and the device hovering above the target thousands of miles away, a spooky absent-presence that dislocates psychological and moral coherence and produces a necroethics that divorces action from consequence. There are specific traumatic disorders that emerge directly from this dissociation. Drone operators were initially mocked for claiming to suffer from PTSD, particularly by veterans who had been at bodily risk in the theater of war. The disturbing dissociation experienced by drone operators is now sufficiently recognized to have been the subject of several psychological investigations (Dao) , the low-budget American film Good Kill (2014), and the bigger-budget Eye in the Sky (2015) . " [W] hat if drone psychopathology lay . . . in the industrial production of compartmentalized psyches, immunized against any possibility of reflecting upon their own violence?" Chamayou asks (123).
The drone therefore further disembodies the experience of the unfolding war, creating what Allen Feldman calls a "political intangibility"-a lack of meaningful touch, a management of any haptic sense of connection-or, more explicitly, a "politics of disincarnation" (9). One strategic response to this asymmetry, where American bodies disappear but Middle Eastern ones are increasingly realized only as targets, is to intensify the Sebaldian demand for more direct returns to the body in cultural representations of war.
Except, of course, we know that this is rarely the demand of those who think and write about the photography of war. The complaint that the photographic image either aestheticizes war or seductively imprints itself as the real has shadowed the emergence of combat photography since the 1850s. One of the first war photographers, Roger Fenton, was suspected of artfully placing Russian cannonballs that had rained down on British troops for his famous image from the Crimean War, Valley of the Shadow of Death (1856), since two versions of the same landscape exist with different placings (Stauffer 82) . Felice Beato is credited with taking the first known photographs of dead soldiers, shooting images after the battle at North Fort Taku during the Second Opium Wars in China in 1860 (Tucker 201) . These images anticipated the commerce in images of dead soldiers that would begin during the American Civil War. In the Vietnam era, John Berger's famous essay "Photographs of Agony" proposed that the atrocity photograph induced passivity and diffused activism into useless aesthetic sentiment. According to Berger, the isolated moment always ensures the image is "effectively depoliticized" (281). This is a position Sontag circled in her influential yet always symptomatically ambiguous arguments on the issue. Sontag powerfully records the searing bodily effect of her first encounter with images of the dead of Bergen-Belsen-images that "cut me" (Photography 20)-but she seemed then to regard shock as a steadily lessening affect that ended in indifference or ennui unless the image was forcefully framed and reanimated by text. Photographs are "an-algesic morally," she concludes (110). She is less sure in Regarding the Pain of Others-"Let the atrocious image haunt us," she adjures at one point (102)-yet Sontag can never quite abandon a modernist suspicion of the photograph's reality-effect and the dangerous illusion it creates of instant readability.
This critical position is so much the default that it barely needs rehearsal. Tactics such as foregrounding the constructedness of the image or simply refusing to represent the atrocious image outright are supported by Ulrich Baer in his book on Holocaust images, Spectral Evidence, as well as by most of the contributors to 2006's Beautiful Suffering exhibition catalogue. These essayists tend to favor Alfredo Jaar's black box installations that at once document but also effectively erase images of the Rwandan genocide. Jaar offers a text-and context-heavy, self-cancelling gesture that speaks fully to Sontagian modernist anxiety. Feldman restates this resistance in relation to contemporary wars, boldly declaring that "[t]he aesthetic regimes of typification or matter-of-factness known as synoptic and visual realism underwrite the expansionism of culturally isomorphic war" (6). Realism, he says, is "the mandated aesthetic for the portrayal of violence." Is it? The mandated critical position is precisely and routinely his own.
These debates always circle back to a few defining shock photographs that have fixed the terms of reference: Nick Ut's napalmed girl in Vietnam, Jarecke's "Incinerated Iraqi," Delahaye's "Taliban." If they still provoke discussion, they hardly induce passivity but instead prompt active interventions into the public sphere. Just as Jacques Derrida once proposed that there was a strategic "time of a thesis" in philosophy (34)-and thus also times when it was possible, desirable, or necessary to suspend it-so there is a time for realism or direct representation in war photography and a time to problematize, deflect, or refuse it. The frame of the image is never static, and in the context of a virtualized, indefinite, and geographically indeterminate war that works to abstract-and where even an accurate body count is obscured and denied-there is a political necessity to use apparently naive representational strategies at times. This can provide more nuance to Sebald's demand: it is the early ruin literature he berates for failing to provide documentary witness, to seize the time of the catastrophe. His own belated testament foregrounds erasure, the slippages between text and image, ruin and record, body and memory.
"Words do speak louder than pictures," Sontag declares in On Photography (108), a position she sometimes reversed, particularly when contemplating the shock of the Abu Ghraib images at the end of her career. By and large, critics prefer to hem in what they regard as the indexical image with the supposedly richer polyvalences of text. But in turning to recent Iraq War fiction there is still, I think, a marked reluctance to address the wounded or ruined body, as if narrative fiction, too, inadvertently participates in this economy of deflection.
Bodies of Fiction
American Iraq War fiction is the literature of what Ross Chambers calls "aftermath society" (xxi). Though he is writing about AIDS memoirs, Chambers's delineation is nevertheless very useful in this context. He marks aftermath cultures as being "defined by a strange nexus of denial and acknowledgement of the traumatic such that innocence can be lost and regained over and over" (xxi-xxii), producing repetitive loops in the structure of experience and narrative discovery. The model of the belatedness, or what Jean Laplanche calls the "afterwardsness" of traumatic registration (260), remains the dominant influence on contemporary war fiction, nestled as it is inside a wider cultural embedding of the trauma narrative. It is of course not the only way of representing contemporary war, which is often temporally displaced to other and prior wars. But what literature deploying the trauma narrative often focuses on are the maladjustments of the veteran returning to the American domestic sphere after deployment. As in Atticus Lish's Preparation for the Next Life or Michael Pitre's Fives and Twenty-Fives, the temporal disadjustment of narrative is meant to mimic the disruptions and occlusions typically associated with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Afterwardsness is more literal in Ben Fountain's Billy Lynn 's Long Halftime Walk (2012) , set entirely during the spectacular display of veterans at a ceremony for decorated Iraq War soldiers and featuring elaborate flashbacks. Obscure legacies or remains, the erasures of human bodies and bodies of evidence, are the more expansive subjects of Richard House's labyrinthine, overlapping quartet of novels, The Kills. The plots of House's books explore the Pynchonian zone of suspended logic and law that opens up in the aftermath of the Iraq invasion and focus in part on the war's consequences for a dubiously legal clear-up team tasked with incinerating traces of war-related corruption and atrocity at a burn depot in the desert. The disastrous consequences unfold in a narrative that is entirely about aftermath. The more classical PTSD-informed narrative tends to foreground a continuum of American postconflict domesticity into which an unprocessed Iraq obtrudes only as a profoundly intrusive traumatic disturbance, an uncanny return driven by the compulsions of the death drive. This is familiar from the cinema of the war too, which Martin Barker calls a "toxic genre" that established the conventions of traumatic narration about returning veterans very early on in the cycle (1).
I've offered a wider survey of fictional responses to the Iraq War elsewhere. Here I want to take up just a few examples to demonstrate the place of the body, the body count, and the bodies that count in this corpus. I admire Pitre's Fives and Twenty-Fives very much, not least for its ambition to weave a strand of actual Iraqi experience into the narrative structure of its multiple perspectives. It is also a good example of how stories of the war come to conform to a conventionalized structure of trauma narration. The delayed, analeptic revelations of the plot nearly always center on the last secret, a traumatic kernel that hides the wounded American body. The events of the narrative present in 2011 are determined by flashbacks to deployment at the height of the civil war in Iraq in 2006. Hence the descent into chaotic addiction and disordered post-traumatic behavior of the corpsman "Doc" Pleasant is eventually traced back to the punctual trauma of the explosion in 2006 that leads to the death of the team's bombtech. At the end of the book, Doc is pulled back to this insistent and unprocessable memory:
He rolled over. Everyone says I imagined it, but I saw it. He was probably conscious. Knowing it was bad, but thinking I was on my way, even. Thinking he might pass out for a minute, but that I'd get there. Put tourniquets on his arms and legs. He died thinking he'd wake up in Germany. But he didn't. Just bled to death, right there on that hot fucking asphalt, too. Not even in the dirt. Just a stain. (372) Similarly, the middle-class officer, Lieutenant Donovan, circles (with more psychological resources yet equal fragility) around the firefight that is only belatedly staged, in which his highly competent sergeant, Gomez, receives a head wound, loses forty percent of her brain, and is left permanently disabled. The fate of Dodge, the Iraqi translator working for the American army, is less individualized and must bear a more overtly allegorical fate: hiding in Tunisia in 2011, he becomes an improbable spokesman for the Arab Spring. The uneven distribution of these aftermaths in Pitre's novel is palpable.
The horrific detail, the delayed traumatic kernel, is operative again in Lish's impressively opaque, disordered, and rebarbative Preparation for the Next Life. The fatal doom that hangs over the returning veteran is withheld by a narrative voice that mimics a fenced-off, post-traumatic psyche, never at one with itself but fractured and fugued. The rubble of desperate poverty among New York's immigrant communities fills in the narrative present, actively suppressing war memories that rarely force their way up. The analeptic kernel of this again centers on the body and the atrocities his team commits in the field:
We picked up a head on the battlefield and made somebody carry it. My sergeant put it between a body's legs. He made it wink. We took corpses and made them do nasty shit. Like sit them up, like Weekend at Bernie's, wearing shades. Or have them fuck and make a movie. Whatever you can think of. Dress them up. Play WWF. Body-slamming body bags. . . . I probably laughed at shit that no one would believe. (330) Lish's narrative, which effectively announces the inevitable death of its tortured protagonist in its title, ultimately explores the same state of exception, the same regime of absolute power, the same concerns about the right to life and death over the occupied body that emerged from the toxic repetitions of arbitrary power revealed by the Abu Ghraib prison photographs. Something fatal has been released and now circulates in the American body politic, the novel suggests. Lish's interweaving of his veteran's life with that of an illegal Chinese immigrant in New York attempts to extend, complicate, and interleave global networks of displacement and trauma. This is admirable and ambitious, like Pitre's novel, but again like Pitre the secret kernel of this disordered narrative conforms to an analeptic revelation of ruined bodies. There is no sign that traumatic analeptic narrative in American Iraq War fiction is diminishing: Whitney Terrell's The Good Lieutenant works backward from a catastrophic firefight to investigate the fateful convergence of forces in that moment.
So let's end on three non-American Iraq War fictions, two by Iraqi writers who try to think about the absent or traumatically encrypted body in different ways. They look, I would suggest, to return the absent or silenced body to representation. Sinan Antoon's elegant and elegiac The Corpse Washer focuses on the ritual role of the mghassilchi, who washes and shrouds the bodies of the dead before burial according to Islamic tradition. The narrator longs to be an artist and begins an art education, but the catastrophic history of Iraq since the 1980s pulls him inexorably back toward his family's transgenerational role in their Baghdad neighborhood as corpse washers, a job at once respected but also tabooed. Antoon's insistent focus on the dead body, the detailed and loving descriptions of the ritual washings, is self-evidently a way of restoring respect and bodily integrity to the anonymous dead, the body count of successive wars. But it is also significant that this ritual is embedded in everyday tragedy, too: the first body he washes is that of a young man who has overdosed on drugs. The historical sweep, from the Iran-Iraq War-dominated 1980s through the American occupation and beyond into the factional civil war that followed, is also meant to situate the Iraqi experience outside the Western lens of the war and occupation after 2003. There is trauma here-the bodies become increasingly morcellated by factional bombings, as exemplified in one request to wash the severed head that alone remains from an explosion-and the narrator constantly buckles under the pressure of his role. Yet the ritualized rhythms of the prose and the precise descriptions of the bodies are clearly intended as countermemorials amid the disaster of the mass dead. The Corpse Washer accedes to the literal Sebaldian demand to represent the body in history, perhaps, but also exceeds it by refusing to reduce bodies to a single vector of trauma.
Two other texts neatly deploy yet slyly subvert Western tropes of the Gothic to return to the body with harsher satirical intent than Antoon. Saad Hossain's Escape from Baghdad! and Ahmed Saadawi's Frankenstein in Baghdad are set in the most brutal years of the civil war and the uprising against the American occupation after the overthrow of the Baathist regime. Since the Gothic consistently stages deadly repetition and the nightmare of history's inexorable recurrence, the formal device of reworking the Gothic tradition neatly redoubles the dread pervading these texts.
Although superficially comparable, these are actually very different texts. Hossain's intensely detailed renditions of the backstreet warrens of Baghdad and the bewildering ebbs and flows of the internecine warring factions in the civil war are the complete inventions of a writer based in Dhakar, Bangladesh, who has never visited Iraq but has learned about it on the Internet. Escape from Baghdad! received early enthusiastic support online and is frequently described as a hyperactive genre mash-up: it borrows the outline of David O. Russell's Gulf War film Three Kings (1999), lashes on Tarantinoesque ultraviolence and the war absurdism of Joseph Heller's Catch-22-or, perhaps, the sections of Pynchon's Gravity's Rainbow set in the Zone, where rational order and causality can no longer function in the aftermath of 1945. It is comedy of the blackest kind, in which the three protagonists are ruthless murderers, torturers, and assassins, rendered inhuman by the devastating accumulated losses they suffer in a savage and limitless total war. At the heart of the book is an indestructible angel of death who might be a supernatural jinn or some kind of superhero, known as the Lion of Akkad. The Lion is the immortal product of alchemical experiments conducted by a Christian Druze magician in the eighth century, who worked out how to overcome cellular death at the DNA level a millennium before the advent of Western science. As the US Army blunders through the city and the Sunni and Shia factions slaughter each other without respite, a battle takes places between centuries-old alchemists and magicians fighting for possession of the body of the Lion: for the Lion holds the secret of immortality, partly in the strange mechanical device he carries but mainly in the very grain of his body. His augmented, customized body is offered as a biopolitical emblem of Baghdad's polymathic and multicultural learning, a golem built from its secret wisdom but now finally at the end of its life. The Lion has been incarcerated, experimented on, and tortured by a succession of Baathist scientists for decades: freedom in the civil war is no better. The book ends in a nightmare haze of violence from which only the hapless incompetents of the tale survive, and all this hermetic knowledge of the millennia of Eastern tradition is lost in the shattered wreckage of Baghdad.
Escape from Baghdad! is littered with body parts, limbs severed in explosions, spooky specimens floating in medical bottles, and on one memorable occasion a torture room where an informant, still alive, has been cut into seventeen separate pieces. The horror of Victor Frankenstein's charnel house is never far away. This is directly picked up in Saadawi's remarkable Frankenstein in Baghdad, written by an author who has not left Baghdad in the course of the wars since 2003 (unlike Antoon, who has been in exile for many years). Saadawi writes in the earthy slang of the city backstreets, resisting the high formalism of Arabic literary prose. For breaching those conventions and for its brilliant central conceit, the book won the International Prize for Arab Fiction in 2014.
The story is about the construction of a body by a despairing rag-and-bone man, a scavenger of the ruined city, who begins collecting body parts left in the streets after car bombings. "I made it into a complete corpse," Hadi says, "so that it wouldn't be treated as rubbish, so that it would be respected like other dead people and buried."
1 The novel begins with the composite corpse, oozing viscous liquids, reaching completion: the last piece, the nose, is found in the street after the latest bombing and stitched on. Soon afterward a truck bomb explodes nearby, and the soul of a hotel guard killed in the explosion flits into the vacant body since his own has been liquefied. The grotesque constructed body mysteriously disappears. We then follow a journalist and investigator from a covert branch of the Baghdad police, the Observation and Pursuit Department, who use parapsychologists, astrologers, and spirit mediums to "monitor strange crimes, urban legends and superstitious rumours." The sequence of strange deaths this team investigates turns out to be the revenge killings of the people who make up the composite body.
As in Mary Shelley's novel, the monster is given the space to speak, challenging its abject othering. It declares itself "the only justice in this country." Provocatively, the monster calls itself Iraq's "model citizen . . . because I'm made up of body parts from people of diverse elements, ethnicities, tribes, races and social background. I represent the impossible mix that never came about in the past." This is the body politic rendered in a way at once fantastical, grotesque, and, in the situation that has developed among factional extremists in Iraq, provokingly literal.
Shelley's Frankenstein was of course a secular, materialist, and stridently anticolonial book; her monster teaches itself to read with a copy of Volney's The Ruins, or Meditations on the Revolutions of Empires. Saadawi's contemporary transposition of the story to Iraq invokes the salvagepunk aesthetic outlined by Evan Calder Williams, who defines it as "the post-apocalyptic vision of a broken and dead world, strewn with both the dream residues and real junk of the world that was, and shot through with the hard work of salvaging, repurposing, détourning, and scrapping" (19) (20) . It is a mode of ragpicking, of pulling things out of the ruination of the contemporary. The composite formation of Saadawi's monstrous body becomes, then, a Gothic emblem for the body that needs to be reconstituted, that needs to count, in an era that abstracts or anonymizes the bodies of the dead.
What would Sebald make of this borrowing of the generic conventions of body horror from Gothic fiction in these last examples? Would he have found it unacceptable to turn to a low, bastard form of literature, suspected since its origins in the eighteenth century of bypassing the heights of imagination to register in the viscera, shortcircuiting cognitive responses for bodily sensation? Isn't it entirely appropriate that it is the shiver, the flinch of the body, that returns in these fictions? For all its abstraction and apparent vanishing in the scopic regime of the War on Terror, here the body returns finally, demanding to be counted, remembered, and honored. 
